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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to find out how to use virtual methods to increase student interest in 

learning Javanese makeup related to Javanese makeup. The type of this research is that students are given 

virtual video tutorials on how to make eyebrows, apply powder and foundation, and apply lipstick. 

Practice will get maximum results, it requires a process of repeated practice. Perseverance in following 

video tutorials that are practiced at home to get good results. The results will be seen when students send 

videos to lecturers which are sent individually from each student. Conclusion: Students' abilities can be 

seen from the results of videos made with models of themselves or others or taking turns with friends. 

Ability can be seen in the results of makeup, eyebrow shape, cheek rus shape, eye shadow coloring, the 

resulting shape of the face becomes more beautiful, clean and beautiful. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Times are advancing and all through online media, from activities related to 

food, you can order with gofood, order a motorbike or car using grab, about money, you 

don't have to queue at the bank, you can save by depositing cash and taking money, 

there are already atm. Ordering goods, many application services are able to order 

goods from clothing, household appliances, ordering houses, cars, motorbikes, even 

ordering tickets from airplanes, train tickets, tickets to see cinemas through online 

media, etc. In fact, the increasingly modern era cannot be separated from the 

globalization that hit around 1990 which entered Indonesia. Technology that enters 

uncontrollably makes developments in the political, economic and social worlds and 

even in the world of education. Media are all forms of intermediaries used by humans to 

convey or spread ideas, ideas or opinions that are put forward to their destination, so 

that matters related to supporting facilities to launch from (Arsyad, 2002: 4) 
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Education in the era of the COVID-19 pandemic that has hit Indonesia for 

almost two years has made it impossible to conduct offline learning. Learning with old 

models and media can no longer be done, this makes the government treat policies with 

rules and procedures for learning with an online system, (Kristina: 2020). Online 

learning is learning that is carried out using an internet-based interactive model and 

learning management system (LMS). Students learn through books, magazines, internet, 

newspapers etc. The implementation is not face to face because it is connected to a 

computer or the internet, but they can communicate with each other and provide 

information (Handarini: 2020). Communication is not direct, but learning can still run 

well, by utilizing technology properly so that learning can run smoothly (Dimyati: 

2017). 

 

Offline Learning 

The offline learning pandemic era cannot be done to avoid the spread of the 

covid 19 virus. Offline learning can meet directly between the two or students and 

lecturers. The level of effectiveness will still be different because offline can 

communicate directly and can quickly talk interactively. Effectiveness remains in 

offline learning, but during the pandemic, you have to be smart in planning to be able to 

carry out activities but still be safe and comfortable, (Putria: 2020). The unfinished 

pandemic and it is not known when it will be finished, must use comfortable but 

ongoing learning. This policy is also implemented at the University of Veteran Bangun 

Nusantara Sukoharjo with an online system and virtual media for learning. Virtual 

media that uses computers and the internet can be the best choice. 

Cosmetology course as one of the subjects in the Regional Language and 

Literature Education Study Program. The courses taught as practical courses are taught 

to provide insight and skills for Javanese language students. Makeup is an activity to 

make up and beautify yourself to look more beautiful. Beautiful makeup that is in 

accordance with the rules of beauty and natural but beautiful beauty. Beautifying a way 

to give a clean, elegant impression especially as a student, a neat and beautiful 

appearance is important for prospective teachers, (Sawitri, 2019). Cosmetology learning 

carried out during the Pandei period using an online system. Virtual form because it 

feels comfortable and appropriate for the covid pandemic period. The COVID-19 

pandemic which is increasingly troubling from the government to the public also has a 

sense of worry about Indonesia's increasingly uncomfortable situation, (Sawitri, 2021). 

Virtual learning for the practice of makeup and fashion that wants to be revealed in this 

article. 

 

Virtual Learning 

Students' learning interest with virtual learning is very enthusiastic because with 

good technology learning can still run well. Good learning is learning that is in 

accordance with the lecture contract. Assignments and exams from mid-semester, end-of-

semester must be appropriate and the value obtained by students can be maximized by 

encouraging students to study well even though there are obstacles in the signal that they 

can still attend lectures. The spirit of learning that must be given to remain optimistic 

about studying even though it is virtual online. The existing obstacles remain the spirit for 
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the continuity of learning cosmetology courses. Interest must be supported by all parties 

from lecturers, families, and higher education institutions must continue to support. 

 

Cosmetic 

Makeup can change the appearance of the original shape or initial shape to a form 

that will look more beautiful than before. Natural beauty by using cosmetic tools. Make 

up can change the appearance of a more beautiful and neat. The face looks clean, bright 

so it looks more beautiful than before wearing the makeup. The appearance of the true 

original form with the help of materials and complete cosmetic tools will make a beautiful 

face. Practices for make-up and fashion are provided for male and female students. 

Makeup for men and women is different because for men, natural makeup for men is neat 

but elegant because men's makeup is not too complicated, tends to be simple. Virtual 

practice with computer equipment and also with mobile phones is used to practice 

cosmetology courses. 

Practice staying online and virtual until things get better. The state of the COVID-

19 pandemic that has hit Indonesia has increasingly made regulations in all fields unable 

to run as usual. Online media is used optimally in all fields so that economic, educational, 

political, social and even cultural activities can continue to run. Virtual media will still be 

able to bring together in one zoom link and can still be face-to-face with voice as well. A 

media that can provide learning even during a pandemic 

 

METHOD 

Using a qualitative descriptive methodology by using data obtained through 

interviews, books, magazines, newspapers and online media as well as photographs. The 

data obtained were analyzed and the grouping of data qualifications from primary and 

secondary data.  

Data triangulation system in accordance with the facts in the field, qualitative 

descriptive according to (Moleong: 2017) data obtained through interviews, books, 

informants, magazines, newspapers, photo documents etc. can be analyzed to get the best 

data in addition to grouping the data in order to be able to answer the problems that will 

be revealed. Using in-depth observations to get the maximum data so that it can describe 

it well. Describing data to reveal a valid truth.  

Data validity is needed to get maximum results in obtaining data. Field data with 

in-depth interviews will obtain data that is in accordance with the facts in the field. Data 

from interviews with informants, key informants and the public who know about the 

material or theme of the article on makeup. The qualitative methodology is in accordance 

with the material from the article because it uses field data and in-depth interviews to 

obtain valid facts from the field.                                                                 

 

DISCUSSION 

The use of virtual media in learning cosmetology courses used by students of 

practical courses. Online learning has been carried out for several semesters with the 

Covid-19 condition, but there is an online and offline collaboration for makeup practice. 

In this increasingly unfavorable pandemic period, the current leadership must be fully 

online and lectures with a material system can send wasap files, emails, google and even 

power points when lecturers give lecture materials. The initial material from the 
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cosmetology lecture is an introduction to makeup tools whose names are: eye shadow, 

compact powder, loose powder, eyebrow pencil, lip pencil, rose cheek, eye lener, 

eyelashes, ordinary comb, sasak comb, hair straightener, shading , cotton, facial 

cleanser etc. Detailed explanations besides the functions of the tools are also explained 

so that students understand the uses of the makeup tools described previously. 

 

Cosmetology lessons 

Cosmetology lectures conducted by students require a lot of patience because 

related skills require training outside of the lecture time. Lectures that use zoom 

meetings are very dependent on the signal, weather and wifi because even with bad 

weather the wifi becomes an error and lectures cannot run properly. A bad network 

makes lectures unable to run smoothly. A lecturer's makeup course sent a video tutorial 

from cleaning the face, distinguishing the base to making eyebrows. Tutorials are very 

important to be given to students because tutorials can be studied again independently. 

Exercise can be done periodically to get the ability to decorate. A painstaking and 

patient attitude must be present for makeup courses, skillful fingers will get maximum 

makeup. 

 

Study process 

The lecture process can be seen from the practice videos from students sent to 

the group wachap, and some have sent them personally. Lectures are very hard to keep 

running optimally so that the material is conveyed to students. Through virtual learning 

in zoom meetings, Google Mate continues to run well. Any conditions that learning 

continues so that students are not hampered to graduate. A smooth virtual reality 

requires support between students and lecturers. Student attendance is still counted as 

student activity in attending lectures. Students have daily assignment scores, mid-

semester grades and end-semester exams. The assessment for the practice of make-up 

results from the make-up there are several things from neatness, mix of make-up, color 

match. 

 

Have Interest in Learning 

Students have a very large interest in learning to continue to do virtual learning. 

Learning will continue to consider learning in accordance with the rules and students 

will still get the appropriate knowledge and knowledge. Virtual still has to pay attention 

to the delivery method so that students still get the rights and obligations that they get 

during online learning. Learning activities that are well conceptualized and arranged 

with a good system will get something that will make knowledge well absorbed. 

Students will get the maximum value, they must go through the process and have high 

intentions and enthusiasm. The professionalism of the lecturers and the diligent students 

will make the learning outcomes run well. 

 

Online virtual 

Virtual online during the pandemic has become the right choice for the smooth 

running of all activities in lectures. Lectures become more regular even though all use 

the help of the internet, laptops, cell phones. Learning even though practice is not glued 

to offline with adequate technology will run well. Unpredictable conditions waiting for 
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conditions to improve also cannot be ascertained because of uncertain circumstances. 

Education is increasingly advanced so that virtual or online media will become 

something that the modern era must do. Learning will go well for the progress and 

intelligence of the nation and state. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Online learning is a learning carried out during the covid 19 pandemic. Learning 

activities during the pandemic do not allow offline because the atmosphere and 

circumstances do not support offline learning. Virtual media is a rule from the 

government and a policy from the Institute so that learning goes well. Anticipating the 

COVID-19 pandemic period with a policy that is appropriate for learning will be 

adjusted to the circumstances. 

Regional Language and Literature Education students in virtual online makeup 

courses still take into account the delivery that is in accordance with learning rules and 

even delivery must be conveyed properly to students. Government policies have used 

mature calculations for the state of the covid 19 pandemic. Interest in learning and 

learning continues to run well and the results are still good. Make-up practice can be 

delivered to the maximum. 

Students gain makeup skills from how to clean the face and neck, using 

foundation to basic powder, using eye shadow, lipstick, rose cheeks besides using an 

eyebrow pencil, blackening under the eyes, how to use eyelashes. Equipment and 

attachments must be complete to get good results because with complete equipment, the 

makeup results will be good and maximum. 
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